




Everything you need—now in one convenient online location!
The Interactive Online Edition gives students and teachers 24/7 point-of-use  
access to all program components.

Virtual Labs
Students can conduct meaningful experiments in a 
simulated lab or field setting without the expense, time, 
or risk of traditional lab settings.

Why it Matters
Each chapter opens with a dynamic 
video that relates the content to 
everyday life.

Learn It! Videos
Tutorial videos walk students 
through challenging problems 
and offer tips for success.

Solve It! Cards
Portable reference cards offer quick 
access to strategies for solving 
almost any chemistry problem.

Animated Chemistry
Animations and simulations help students 
visualize and comprehend complex concepts.

NGSS* Correlations
Correlations both online and 
in the TE facilitate standards 
implementation.

 

* Next Generation Science Standards and logo are registered trademarks of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that 
developed the Next Generation Science Standards was involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product.
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Print components designed 
and aligned for easy access

Student Edition 
Offers features that make chemistry concepts 
more accessible, such as highlighted 
vocabulary, problem-solving support, and 
references to online student support tools.

Teacher Edition 
Packed with a wide variety of 
strategies to help all students 
master chemistry concepts, plus 
extended learning opportunities 
for advanced students. 

Sarquis  • Sarquis

InCopy Notes

Matter and Its 
Properties
Key Terms
mass physical change chemical reaction
matter change of state reactant
atom solid product
element liquid mixture
compound gas homogeneous
extensive property plasma solution
intensive property chemical property heterogeneous
physical property chemical change pure substance

All things are made up of matter, but exactly what is matter? What characteristics, 
or properties, make matter what it is? In this section, you will learn the answers to 
these  questions.

Explaining what matter is involves finding properties that all matter has in 
common. That may seem difficult, given that matter takes so many different forms. 
For the moment, just consider one example of matter—a rock. The first thing 
you might notice is that the rock takes up space. In other words, it has volume. 
Volume is the amount of three - dimensional space an object occupies. All matter 
has volume. All matter also has a property called mass. Mass is a measure of the 
amount of matter. Mass is the measurement you make using a balance. Matter 
can thus be defined as anything that has mass and takes up space. These two 
properties are the general properties of all  matter.

 MAIN IDEA

Atoms are the building blocks of matter.
Matter comes in many forms. The fundamental building blocks of 
matter are atoms and molecules. These particles make up elements 
and compounds. An atom is the smallest unit of an element that maintains 
the chemical identity of that element. An element is a pure substance that 
cannot be broken down into simpler, stable substances and is made of one 
type of atom. Carbon is an element and contains one kind of atom. The 
model of diamond in Figure 2.1a consists of carbon atoms.

Main Ideas

Atoms are the building blocks of 
matter. 

All substances have 
characteristic properties.

Matter can be a pure substance 
or a mixture.

Atoms as Building 
Blocks Both elements 
and compounds are made 
of atoms, as shown in these 
models of diamond and 
table sugar.

FIGURE 2.1

Carbon atom
Oxygen atom

Hydrogen atom
Carbon atom

(b) Sucrose (table  sugar)(a) Diamond
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Differentiated Instruction

Classroom Catalyst
Place an inflation needle in a soccer ball, 
and allow the pressure inside to equalize 
with the atmospheric pressure. Remove 
the needle, and measure the mass of the 
ball. Then inflate the ball to its recom-
mended pressure, and determine the 
new mass. Because the soccer ball 
increases in mass, the matter added to 
the ball must have mass. Point out to 
students that matter does not need to 
be visible to us and that it may be made 
of particles that we cannot see.

Teaching Tip  
Ask students: Which is heavier, a pound 
of lead or a pound of feathers? What 
does a pound represent? What happens 
to the matter of an astronaut in micro- 
gravity? Ask small groups to design a 
tool that could weigh something aboard 
the International Space Station. Use the 
Internet to find out how NASA really 
does it.

FIGURE 2.1 Have students compare the 
models shown. Point out that chemists 
have different ways of representing the 
structures of substances. The diamond 
model is a ball-and-stick representation. 
Sucrose is shown as a space-fill model. 
Inform students that they will see both 
types throughout this book.

! Plan and Prepare

! Teach

I:68=�;GDB�K>HJ6AH

ENGLISH LEARNERS  
Offer students the following suggestion to help 
guide their reading on physical and chemical 
properties. Fold a large piece of paper in half 
vertically. Fold the paper in half the other way, 
to form two columns and two rows on the 
paper. Label the left-hand side “Physical” and 
the right-hand side “Chemical.” Students should 
fill in the upper row with examples of physical 
and chemical properties. They should fill in the 
lower row with physical and chemical changes. 
A few classic examples should help them 
remember the difference between the two.

INCLUSION  
Provide students with labeled pictures of an 
atom, an element, and a compound. Prepare a 
concept map that shows the relationships 
between these images. Include empty squares 
large enough to fit the labeled pictures. For 
example: A [blank square] --> is made of two 
or more kinds of [blank square] --> which are 
made up of only one kind of [blank square]. 
Have students place the pictures in the 
appropriate spots on the chart. Check their 
placement. When correct, have them tape or 
paste the pictures in place.

10 Chapter 1
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ENGLISH & SPANISH

HMH Modern Chemistry enables you to reach all learners by providing time-saving, easy-
to-use resources to help students of all abilities achieve understanding and success.
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Meet the Authors

Dr. Jerry Sarquis and Mickey Sarquis were both 
professors in the Department of Chemistry at 
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. These renowned 
authors were motivated to contribute to Modern 
Chemistry because they had a desire to give back 
to the community, and they wanted to influence 
students whom they couldn’t even see, through 
the unfolding of a textbook and all the resources 
that support such a book. Jerry and Mickey Sarquis 
got into teaching because of their love of learning, 
and the more they taught, the more they learned 
from their interactions with their students. 

Dr. Jerry Sarquis, 
Professor Emeritus, 
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Why It Matters Videos 
Seventeen chapter-introductory 
videos are an effective way to begin 
a new topic of chemistry study. 
Each video is designed to take the 
content of the chapter and relate it 
to everyday objects or situations 
that are familiar to students.

Animated Chemistry 
Each Animated Chemistry simulation includes 
three parts—an overview of the concept, an 
interactive simulation, and an assessment.

PhET Simulations 
Interactive online simulations 
produced under Creative Commons 
licensing by the University of Colorado 
at Boulder. They provide fun, 
interactive, research-based 
simulations of real-life phenomena.

TEACHING TRANSPARENCY

Relationship between Pressure, Force, and Area 87

Force = 500 N Force = 500 N Force = 500 N

Area of contact = 325 cm2

Pressure = 

= = 1.5 N/cm2500 N
325 cm2

force
area

Area of contact = 13 cm2

Pressure = 

= = 38 N/cm2500 N
13 cm2

force
area

Area of contact = 6.5 cm2

Pressure = 

= = 77 N/cm2500 N
6.5 cm2

force
area

Teaching Visuals
Digital versions of key illustrations and 
diagrams are ideal for whole-class 
instruction.

Interactive Whiteboard 
Resources 
IWB resources include interactive 
teaching visuals and content-
reinforcement lessons for each chapter 
of the textbook in SMART Notebook™ and 
ActivInspire® Flipchart formats.
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Unparalleled resources for 

Students approach chemistry with a wide variety of skills and levels of preparation.  
HMH Modern Chemistry provides you with the tools you need to help all students succeed.  

Teacher Edition 
The Instruction and Intervention feature 
located in each chapter of the Teacher Edition 
provides strategies for every lesson to assist 
you in helping students with a wide range of 
needs. To simplify lesson planning, these 
support pages at the beginning of each chapter 
provide a full listing of the activities and 
classroom resources available for each section.

The wrap margin includes a Differentiated 
Instruction feature with a wide variety of 
strategies to help all students master chemistry 
concepts. Material categories include Below 
Level, English Learners, Pre-AP®, and Inclusion.

Name:_____________________________ Class: _________________ Date: _________________  

CHAPTER 11 REVIEW 

Gases 
MIXED REVIEW 
SHORT ANSWER Answer the following questions in the space provided. 

 1. Consider the following data table: 
Approximate pressure (kPa) Altitude above sea level (km) 
100 0 (sea level) 
50 5.5 (peak of Mt. Kilimanjaro) 
25 11 (jet cruising altitude) 
< 0.1 22 (ozone layer) 

a. Explain briefly why the pressure decreases as the altitude increases. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
b. A few places on Earth are below sea level (the Dead Sea, for example). 

What would be true about the average atmospheric pressure there? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 2. Explain how the ideal gas law can be simplified to give Avogadro’s law, 

expressed as ,k
n
V
=  when the pressure and temperature of a gas are held 

constant. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

PROBLEMS Write the answer on the line to the left. Show all your work in the 
space provided. 

 3. Convert a pressure of 0.400 atm to the following units: 

__________________  a. torr 

__________________  b. Pa 

Name:______________________________Class: _________________ Date: _________________  

CHAPTER 11 REVIEW 

Gases 

SECTION 1 

SHORT ANSWER Answer the following questions in the space provided. 

 1. ________  Pressure = . For a constant force, when the surface area 

is tripled the pressure is 

(a) doubled. 

(b) a third as much. 
(c) tripled. 

(d) unchanged. 

2.  _____________  Rank the following pressures in increasing order. 

(a) 50 kPa (c) 76 torr 

(b) 2 atm (d) 100 N/m2  

 3. Explain how to calculate the partial pressure of a dry gas that is collected  
over water when the total pressure is atmospheric pressure. 

_______________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________  

PROBLEMS Write the answer on the line to the left. Show all your work in the 

space provided. 

4. a. Use five to six data points from Appendix Table A-8 in the text to sketch 

   the curve for water vapor’s partial pressure versus temperature on the 

   graph provided below. 

 

__________________________  b. Do the data points lie on a straight line? 

__________________________  c. Based on your sketch, predict the 

approximate partial pressure for water 

at 11°C.  

Chapter and  
Section Study Guide
The student worksheets in this 
guide cover the content in 
each section of the textbook 
using a variety of 
questioning strategies.

Interactive Reader 
Audio Files
The entire Interactive Reader 
has been professionally read 
and is available to students to 
help bolster learning 
comprehension.

Main Ideas

Collisions of air molecules 
generate pressure. 

Pressure depends on force 
and area.

The total pressure of a gas 
mixture is the sum of the 
pressures of the gases in it.

Key Terms
pressure millimeters of mercury partial pressure
newton atmosphere of pressure Dalton’s law of partial pressures
barometer pascal

In the chapter “States of Matter,” you read about the kinetic-molecular theory, 
which is based on the idea that particles of matter are always in motion. In this 
section, you will study the implications of the kinetic-molecular theory of gases.

You have learned that the temperature of a gas is related to the kinetic energy of 
the gas molecules. Now you will learn about other properties of gases, including 
pressure, volume, and amount of gas present, and about the relationships among 
these properties.

 MAIN IDEA

Collisions of air molecules generate pressure. 
If you pump air into an automobile tire, the pressure in the tire will 
increase. The pressure increase is caused by the increase in the number 
of collisions of molecules of air with the inside walls of the tire. The 
collisions cause an outward push, or force, against the inside walls. Gas 
molecules exert pressure on any surface with which they collide. The 
pressure exerted by a gas depends on volume, temperature, and the 
number of molecules present. Pressure (P) is defined as the force per unit 
area on a surface. The equation defining pressure is shown in Figure 1.1.

Pressure and Area of Contact 
Because force is constant, the pressure 
the ballet dancer exerts against the floor 
depends on the area of contact.

FIGURE 1.1

Pressure �  Force
    Area 

Gases and Pressure

The smaller the area 
of contact, the greater 
the pressure.

The larger the area 
of contact, the 
lower the pressure.

Force � 500 N Force � 500 N Force � 500 N

Pressure �   500 N _ 
325 cm2

   � 1.5 N/cm2 Pressure �   500 N _ 
13 cm2

   � 38.5 N/cm2 Pressure �   500 N _ 
6.5 cm2

   � 77 N/cm2

Area of contact � 325 cm2 Area of contact � 13 cm2 Area of contact � 6.5 cm2

(a) (b) (c)

 > 
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Differentiated Instruction

Objectives
Upon completion of this section, 
students should be able to do the 
following:
��;\]`e\�gi\jjli\#�^`m\�le`kj�f]�gi\jjli\#�
Xe[�[\jZi`Y\�_fn�gi\jjli\�`j�
d\Xjli\[%

��JkXk\�k_\�jkXe[Xi[�Zfe[`k`fej�f]�
k\dg\iXkli\�Xe[�gi\jjli\�Xe[�Zfem\ik�
le`kj�f]�gi\jjli\%

��Lj\�;XckfeËj�cXn�f]�gXik`Xc�gi\jjli\j� 
kf�ZXcZlcXk\�gXik`Xc�gi\jjli\j�Xe[�kfkXc�
gi\jjli\j%

Classroom Catalyst
?Xm\�jkl[\ekj�dXb\�X�c`jk�f]�^Xj\j%�8jb�
k_\d�kf�j\gXiXk\�k_\�c`jk�`ekf�\c\d\ekj#�
Zfdgfle[j#�Xe[�d`okli\j%�Jkl[\ekj�ZXe�
j_Xi\�k_\j\�c`jkj�n`k_�k_\�ZcXjj�Yp�glkk`e^�
k_\d�fe�k_\�YfXi[%

Misconception Alert!
Jkl[\ekj�]i\hl\ekcp�k_`eb�k_Xk�k_\�^Xj�
cXnj�Xggcp�kf�i\Xc�^Xj\j%�I\d`e[�jkl-
[\ekj�k_Xk�k_\�^Xj�cXnj�Xi\�XYjkiXZk`fej�
k_Xk�Xggcp�kf�`[\Xc�^Xj\j�Xe[�k_Xk�k_\p�
Xggcp�kf�i\Xc�^Xj\j�fecp�Xj�Xe�Xggifo`dX-
k`fe%�;`jZljj�k_\�gifg\ik`\j�k_Xk�gi\m\ek�
i\Xc�^Xj\j�]ifd�XZk`e^�c`b\�`[\Xc�^Xj\j%�
I\d`e[�jkl[\ekj�f]�k_\�nXpj�`e�n_`Z_�
i\Xc�^Xj\j�[\m`Xk\�]ifd�`[\Xc�Y\_Xm`fi%

FIGURE 1.1 Point out to students that 
k_\�Xdflek�f]�]fiZ\�`e�\XZ_�`dX^\�
i\dX`ej�k_\�jXd\%�Fecp�k_\�jli]XZ\�Xi\X�
n_\i\�k_\�[XeZ\iËj�]\\k�ZfekXZk�k_\�
]cffi�Z_Xe^\j%

! ����������	���	�

! �����
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BELOW LEVEL
?Xm\�jkl[\ekj�[f�X�jigsaw�XZk`m`kp�kf�`ekif-
[lZ\�k_`j�Z_Xgk\i%�;`m`[\�k_\�ZcXjj�`ekf�^iflgj�
f]�*Æ+�jkl[\ekj�Xe[�^`m\�\XZ_�^iflg�X�eldY\i%�
;`m`[\�J\Zk`fe�(�f]�k_`j�Z_Xgk\i�`ekf�*�fi�+�
gXikj#�Xe[�eXd\�k_\d�A, B, C#�\kZ%�>`m\�\XZ_�
jkl[\ek�`e�X�^iflg�X�c\kk\i�[\j`^eXk`fe�`e�
X[[`k`fe�kf�k_\`i�^iflg�eldY\i%�=fi�\oXdgc\#�X�
student might be designated as 1A%�?Xm\�k_\�A 
jkl[\ekj�]ifd�Xcc�^iflgj�[`jZljj�Xe[�[\k\i-
d`e\�k_\�dXafi�ZfeZ\gkj�n`k_`e�gXik�8�f]�k_\�
j\Zk`fe%�K_\�B students will do the same with 
gXik�9#�Xe[�jf�fe%�

8ccfn�XYflk�(,�d`elk\j�]fi�[`jZljj`fe%�K_\e#�
_Xm\�jkl[\ekj�i\gfik�YXZb�kf�k_\`i�fi`^`eXc#�
eldY\i\[�^iflg#�k\XZ_`e^�k_\�^iflg�n_Xk�
k_\`i�[\j`^eXk\[�gXik�f]�k_\�j\Zk`fe�_X[�kf�jXp%
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Differentiated Instruction

BELOW LEVEL
?Xm\�jkl[\ekj�[f�X�jigsaw�XZk`m`kp�kf�`ekif-
[lZ\�k_`j�Z_Xgk\i%�;`m`[\�k_\�ZcXjj�`ekf�^iflgj�
f]�*Æ+�jkl[\ekj�Xe[�^`m\�\XZ_�^iflg�X�eldY\i%�
;`m`[\�J\Zk`fe�(�f]�k_`j�Z_Xgk\i�`ekf�*�fi�+�
gXikj#�Xe[�eXd\�k_\d�A, B, C#�\kZ%�>`m\�\XZ_�
jkl[\ek�`e�X�^iflg�X�c\kk\i�[\j`^eXk`fe�`e�
X[[`k`fe�kf�k_\`i�^iflg�eldY\i%�=fi�\oXdgc\#�X�
student might be designated as 1A%�?Xm\�k_\�A 
jkl[\ekj�]ifd�Xcc�^iflgj�[`jZljj�Xe[�[\k\i-
d`e\�k_\�dXafi�ZfeZ\gkj�n`k_`e�gXik�8�f]�k_\�
j\Zk`fe%�K_\�B students will do the same with 
gXik�9#�Xe[�jf�fe%�

8ccfn�XYflk�(,�d`elk\j�]fi�[`jZljj`fe%�K_\e#�
_Xm\�jkl[\ekj�i\gfik�YXZb�kf�k_\`i�fi`^`eXc#�
eldY\i\[�^iflg#�k\XZ_`e^�k_\�^iflg�n_Xk�
k_\`i�[\j`^eXk\[�gXik�f]�k_\�j\Zk`fe�_X[�kf�jXp%

Differentiated Instruction 
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Interactive Demonstrations 
Each sample problem in the textbook has an accompanying 
Interactive Demonstration that walks through the steps 
of solving that type of chemistry problem. The Try It Yourself 
feature helps students apply what they have learned. Each 
includes a full audio narrative.

Learn It! Videos
Forty professional tutorial videos walk students 
through challenging chemistry problems, with 
tips and strategies for success.

Name ______________________________ Class___________________ Date __________________ 

Sample Problem Set continued 

If you have volume units other than liters or pressure units other than 
atmospheres or kilopascals, it is best to convert volume to liters and pressure to 
atmospheres or kilopascals. 

General Plan for Solving Ideal-Gas-Law Problems 

 

Sample Problem Sets 
These skill worksheets provide problem-solving strategies 
and an extensive bank of student practice problems for every 
type of chemistry problem in the textbook.

Solve It! Cards 
These printable and portable reference cards 
provide students with quick access to effective 
problem-solving strategies and guidelines.
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Solve It!

Solve It!

Troubleshooting 16

16

 for 

Properly balanced equations are necessary before you can solve many different 

Troubleshooting GuideIf you cannot balance the equation or if you could not find the 

correct answer, check the following:1. Did you count the number of atoms correctly?
t�3FNFNCFS�UIBU�UIF�DPFGmDJFOU�BQQMJFT�UP�BMM�FMFNFOUT�JO�B�

formula.
t�3FNFNCFS�UP�NVMUJQMZ�UIF�DPFGmDJFOU�CZ�UIF�TVCTDSJQU�PO�BO�

element to find the number of atoms.t�3FNFNCFS�UIBU�B�TVCTDSJQU�PVUTJEF�PG�QBSFOUIFTFT�BQQMJFT�

to all elements in the parentheses but not to the whole 

formula.
t�5SZ�VTJOH�UBMMZ�NBSLT�UP�DPVOU�VQ�ZPVS�BUPNT�2. Do the coefficients represent the lowest possible whole-

number ratio between the compounds in the reaction?

t�*G�ZPV�DBO�FWFOMZ�EJWJEF�FWFSZ�DPFGmDJFOU�JO�UIF�FRVBUJPO�

by the same whole number, then the equation is not in its 

simplest form.
t�%JWJEF�FBDI�DPFGmDJFOU�CZ�UIF�TBNF�XIPMF�OVNCFS�BOE�

rewrite your answer.

3. Did you write the formulas of the compounds correctly?

t�*G�ZPV�XSPUF�GPSNVMBT�PG�JPOJD�DPNQPVOET�DIFDL�UIF�DIBSHF�

of each ion and be sure that you correctly crossed the 

charges to find the subscripts of the ions.
t�$IFDL�UIF�OBNFT�BOE�GPSNVMBT�PG�QPMZBUPNJD�JPOT�UP�CF�TVSF�

you wrote the correct formulas for the ions.
t�#F�TVSF�UIF�SVMFT�GPS�XSJUJOH�DPWBMFOU�DPNQPVOE�GPSNVMBT�

were followed.
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Solve It! 16

Writing and Balancing Equations

NO
Follow the instructions in Section 7.1 for 

writing formulas.

V�Write the formula equation.

V�Balance elements that appear only once on each side of the equation.

V�Balance polyatomic ions that appear on both sides of the equation  

as a group.

V�Balance H and O after all other elements have been balanced.

V�Check your answer.

NO
Use the information in Sections 8.2 and 

8.3 to determine the type of reaction and 

predict the products.

NO
Follow the instructions in Section 7.1 for 

writing formulas.

YES

?
 

Do 
you know 

the formula(s) of 

the products?

YES

Properly balanced equations are necessary before you can solve many different 

types of chemistry problems.

?
 

Do 
you know 

identity of the 

products?

YES

?
 

Do 
you know 

the formula(s) of 

the reactants?

Then

Then

Then

Name ______________________________ Class___________________ Date __________________ 

Skills Worksheet 

Sample Problem Set 

The Ideal Gas Law 
In 1811, the Italian chemist Amedeo Avogadro proposed the principle that equal 
volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure contain equal numbers of 
molecules. He determined that at standard temperature and pressure, one mole of 
gas occupies 22.414 10 L (usually rounded to 22.4 L). 

At this point, if you know the number of moles of a gas, you can use the molar 
volume of 22.4 L/mol to calculate the volume that amount of gas would occupy at 
STP. Then you could use the combined gas law to determine the volume of the 
gas under any other set of conditions. However, a much simpler way to 
accomplish the same task is by using the ideal gas law. 

The ideal gas law is a mathematical relationship that has the conditions of 
standard temperature (273 K) and pressure (1 atm or 101.3 kPa) plus the molar 
gas volume (22.4 L/mol) already combined into a single constant. The following 
equation is the mathematical statement of the ideal gas law. 

PV=nRT 

in which 
P = the pressure of a sample of gas 
V = the volume of a sample of gas 
n = the number of moles of gas present 
T = the Kelvin temperature of the gas 
R = the ideal gas constant, which combines standard conditions and molar 

volume into a single constant 
The value of the ideal gas constant, R, depends on the units of P and V being 

used in the equation. Temperature is always in kelvins and amount of gas is 
always in moles. The most common values used for R are shown below. 

Units of P and V Value of R 

Atmospheres and liters 

 

Kilopascals and liters 

 

and Problem Solving

HMHScience.com

HMHScience.com

Solution Tutor
Guides students step-by-step through selected problems, 
recognizes their error patterns, then provides hints and 
targeted remediation to improve their problem-solving skills.

Nearly half of the sample problems in HMH 
Modern Chemistry have been refreshed to give 
even the most loyal program users something 
new and different to challenge and strengthen 
their students’ problem-solving skills.
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Wide-ranging support for

Your students will get the most out of their reading with numerous print and 
multimedia point-of-use resources that enable them to build understanding 
and retain more information on key concepts.

Student Edition 
Big Ideas in every Chapter Opener & Summary 
help students concentrate on key concepts.

Critical Thinking
Critical-Thinking  
questions prompt your 
students to think deeply.

Check for Understanding
These reading-comprehension 
questions help reinforce the 
important points of the section.

Main Idea  
Chapter content has  
been organized 
around main ideas.

In-text definitions  
As students study, they’ll 
find key vocabulary has 
been highlighted in context.

CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING
Assess What advantage does the 
combined gas law have over the three 
individual gas laws?

CRITICAL THINKING
Interpret What is happening to the 
volume of the gas as the tempera-
ture increases?

Reading and Vocabulary

NEW! 

10 #HMHScience



Interactive Concept Maps
Each chapter includes an interactive, 
advanced graphic organizer that shows 
the relationships among concepts covered 
and helps students develop logical 
thinking and study skills.

Sarquis  • Sarquis

Interactive Reader

Interactive Reader
This write-in worktext presents all the vocabulary and essential 
content from the textbook in a lower-level, easy-to-read text, with 
instructional visuals and frequent comprehension checks. This 
unique component is a great tool for all students—the core content 
for struggling students and a useful study guide for others.

CliffsNotes® Chemistry 
Quick Review
With a Premium package 
purchase, a class set of these 
study guides provides 
essential reinforcement of 
core concepts in an easy-to-
use format.

eBook 
This online version of the print Student Edition features 
a wealth of built-in tools to help students access the 
content, including the chunking of content around Main 
Ideas, with frequent comprehension checks, superior 
support for problem solving, high-quality instructional 
visuals, point-of-use references to online animations, 
Problem-Solving tutorials, and virtual labs that make 
abstract concepts more concrete. Features include data 
persistence, on-page media links, bookmarking, 
search, notes, and highlighting functionality.

ENGLISH & SPANISH
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Flexible Assessment Tools 

The comprehensive assessment options located on HMHScience.com bring 
together all HMH Modern Chemistry assessment tools into one convenient place, 
giving you many choices for the best way to assess your students’ learning.

ExamView® Banks
A complete ExamView Software Suite includes all assessment 
questions for the program and more than 2,300 additional 
questions in Bonus Banks.

Section Quizzes
A 10-question multiple-choice and short-
answer quiz for each section of the textbook. 
These are designed for student formative 
assessment to aid in remediation.

Chapter Tests A & B
Two full-length chapter tests include multiple-
choice and short-answer questions. Test B is similar 
to but more challenging than Test A.

ENGLISH & SPANISH ENGLISH & SPANISH

Review and Assessment in 
the Student Edition
The Student Edition contains 
multiple levels of assessment 
from Formative to Summative, 
along with helpful review 
questions that assess students’ 
understanding of chapter and 
section material.

to Track Student Progress

12 #HMHScience



1 Assess 2 Prescribe 3 Re-assess

Online Assessment and Remediation
An advanced, automated assessment and remediation engine enables teachers to assign section quizzes to students. 
The assessments are automatically graded, and remediation that uses materials from the program is prescribed.  
A post-test is offered to determine student mastery. Critical student performance data are recorded and made readily 
available to the teacher.

Individualized Remediation 

Interactive Review Games 
Three different styles of vocabulary and concept review 
games help reinforce the material learned in each chapter 
in a fun and engaging format.

PowerPresentations: Standardized Test Preparation
Multiple-Choice, Short-Answer, and Extended-Response questions 
that you can use for whole-class review of chapter materials.
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Convenient access to 

HMH Modern Chemistry includes the most comprehensive lab resources with its wide 
variety of print and digital lab options for every classroom, along with the most robust 
data-analysis strand to help students develop these critical skills.  

Labeled Labs
Lab activities are labeled online by class time, 
prep time, and difficulty to help teachers choose 
appropriate activities to fit their classroom needs.

Laboratory  
Experiments
Wide variety of labs located at point of use on 
HMHScience.com:

•  Editable lab sheets

•  Teacher notes and answer keys

•  Referenced on Instruction and Intervention  
pages in Teacher Edition

QuickLabs
Designed for reinforcement of key concepts using  
easy-to-obtain materials

Standard Labs
Focus on experimental skills and application of chapter 
concepts through the use of scientific methods

Core Skill Labs
Provide practice of inquiry skills and scientific methods

STEM Labs
Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics problem-based labs that emphasize 
inquiry and the engineering design process

Open Inquiry Labs
Specifically designed to be short project-based labs that 
encourage students to collaborate, strategize, construct, 
and evaluate a lab challenge of their own creation

Probeware Labs
Labs that use Vernier® probeware and Pasco® probeware 
and SPARK® technology

Forensic Labs
Application labs that have students demonstrating 
laboratory skills through the exploration of forensic and 
applied science scenarios

STEM labs

Inquiry labs

Labs, Data Analysis and STEM

Over 200  
Editable Labs!

14 #HMHScience



Virtual Labs
Students can hone their lab skills in a virtual 
environment. Fun, safe, and highly 
interactive, these labs focus on experiments 
for which equipment and materials are often 
expensive or difficult to acquire.

Data Analysis Support for Students
To help students develop the data analysis skills 
necessary to collect, graph, and analyze data like 
scientists, HMHScience.com includes resources to 
support the data analysis lesson in every chapter.

Smart Grapher
A powerful, easy-to-use online graphing 
tool that encourages students to use their 
own data to create line graphs, circle 
graphs, and more.

Scientific Reasoning Skill Builder
Over 100 exercises that strengthen students’ scientific-reasoning skills. 
Sample topics include classifying and categorizing, cause-and-effect 
relationships, hypothesis, generalizations and analogies, and 
summarizing and reviewing. 

Graphing  
Calculator Activities
HMH has partnered with Texas 
Instruments® to present nine 
graphing activities for use with the 
TI-Nspire® graphing calculator.

Pre-Lab Procedures
This resource provides Teacher 
Resource Pages and 
worksheets to help students 
develop the skills necessary to 
complete chapter labs.

S.T.E.M. in the Student Edition
Select STEM features include an Engineering Design 
feature in the Student Edition. This feature encourages 
students to follow the engineering design process 
and think about problems in an innovative way.
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